. Some of the differences between the different multistage schemes are addressed in Kulkarni & Kanal [46] . The emphasis of this paper is on the hierarchical approaches. Hierarchical classifiers are a special type of multistage classifiers which allow rejection of class labels at intermediate stages.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II contains the preliminaries, definitions, and terminologies needed for later sections; section Ill explains the motivations behind DTC's and their potential use and drawbacks; section IV addresses the problems of tree structure design, feature selection and decision rules to be used at each internal node. Tree structure design is considered from top-down, bottom-up, hybrid, and tree growing-pruning points of view. In considering the
Final comments and conclusions are provided in section VI.
I!. PRELIMINARIES
We briefly describe some necessary terminologies for describing trees ( see Aho et. al. [3] for more details).
Definitions :

1) A graph G = (V, E ) consists of a finite, non-empty set of nodes ( or vertices)
V and a set of edges E. If the edges are ordered pairs (v,w) of vertices, then the graph is said to be directed.
2)
A path in a graph is a sequence of edges of the form (v 1, v2), (v 2, v 3) .....
(Vn. 1, v n) . We say the path is from v 1 to v n and is of the length n.
3) A directed graph with no cycles is called a directed acyclic graph. A directed (or rooted) tree is a directed acyclic graph satisfying the following properties:
i) There is exactly one node, called the root, which no edges enter. The root node contains all the class labels.
ii) Every node except the root has exactly one entering edge.
iii) There is a unique path from the root to each node.
4)
If (v, w) is an edge in a tree, then v is called the father of w, and w is a son of v. If there is a path from v to w (v_w), then v is a proper ancestor of w and w is a proper descendant of v.
5)
A node with no proper descendant is called a leaf ( or a terminal ). All other noes (except the root ) are called internal nodes.
6)
The depth of a node v in a tree is the length of the path from the root to v. The height of node v in a tree is the length of a largest path from v to a leaf. The
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8)
height of a tree is the height of its root. The level of a node v in a tree is the height of the tree minus the depth of v.
An ordered tree is a tree in which the sons of each node are ordered (normally from left to right).
A binary tree is an ordered tree such that i) each son of a node is distinguished either as a left son or as a right son, and ii) no node has more than one left son nor more than one right son.
9) The balance of a node v in a binary tree is (1 + L)/(2 + L + R), where L and R are the number of nodes in the left and right subtrees of v. A binary tree is _-balanced , 0 < _ __< 1, if every node has balance between oc and 1 -oc. We call a tree with o_=1 a fully balanced tree or simply a balanced tree. A fully balanced tree is also known as a complete tree.
We will denote any tree by T. See Figure 1 for an example of a general complete tree. 11) The average number of layers (or levels) from the root to the terminal nodes is referred to as the average depth of the tree. The average number of nonterminal nodes in each level of the tree is referred to as the average breadth of the tree. In general, the average breadth of the tree will reflect the relative weight given to classifier accuracy whereas the average depth of the tree will reflect the weight given to efficiency [78] . 2) Errors may accumulate from level to level in a large tree. It is pointed out by Wu et.al. [95] that one cannot simultaneously optimize both the accuracy and the efficiency; for any given accuracy a bound on efficiency must be satisfied. 
3)
Finally, there may be difficulties involved in designing an optimal DTC. The performance of a DTC strongly depends on how well the tree is designed.
IV.. DESIGN OF A DECISIONTREE CLASSIFIER
The main objectives of decision tree classifiers are: 1) to classify correctly as much of the training sample as possible; 2) generalize beyond the training sample so that unseen samples could be classified with as high of an accuracy as possible; 3) be easy to update as more training sample becomes available (i.e., be incremental -see section IV) ; 4) and have as simple a structure as possible. Then the design of a DTC can be decomposed into following tasks [46] , [50] , [51] 1) The appropriate choice of the tree structure.
2)
The choice of feature subsets to be used at each internal node.
3)
The choice of the decision rule or strategy to be used at each internal node.
When a Bayes point of view is pursued, the optimal tree design may be posed as the following optimization problem
Subject to: Limited training sample size where Pe is the overall probability of error, T is a specific choice of the tree structure, F and d are the feature subsets and decision rules to be used at the internal nodes, respectively. 
T,F
It should be noted here that no mention of time complexity or computation speed has been made so far. Including these factors would make the optimization problem even more difficult. Swain and Hauska [78] , and Wang and Suen [81] - [84] have offered some ways to include time efficiency (i.e. speed) into the analysis. These are discussed in the latter part of the paper.
When the information theoretic point of view is pursued, however, the optimal design of the tree involves maximizing the amount of average mutual information gain at each level of the tree. We will return to this point shortly.
IV. 1.a. DECISION TREE STRUCTURE DESIGN Several methods [8] , [15] , [17] , [46] , [49] , [54] , [62] , [66] , [69] , [71] , [74] , [78] , [82] , [95] - [96] have been proposed for the tree structure design. Some have no claim of optimality and utilize the available a priori knowledge for the design [4] , [30] , [53] , [69] , [74] , [81] , [95] , [97] , while others apply mathematical programming methods such as dynamic programming or branch-and-bound techniques [46] , [47] , [49] , [58] , [62] . Some studies [54] , [66] , [72] have attempted to combine the tree structure design task with feature selection and the decision rules to be used throughout the tree. For instance, Figure  3 shows two possible binary partitionings using hyperplanes perpendicular to the feature axes of the space with 3 classes and 2 features; both provide 100% correct classification of the labeled samples. For each partitioning, there is a corresponding binary tree. Figure  4 shows the binary trees corresponding to the partitioning of Figure 3 . The goal, then, is to construct a binary tree that is equivalent in the sense of giving the same decision, but optimal in the sense of having the minimum average number of nodes, or more generally satisfying some size optimality criterion.
X2
Meisel and Michalopoulos [58] , and Payne and Meisel [62] address exactly this problem. 
starting from the root; where T L and T R denote the subtrees defined on the left and right sets of a partition. For the binary trees defined on this lattice L, the general cost function considered has the form [62] 
where F(L ..... ) is component-wise non-decreasing and F > 0. The optimization problem, is
The optimal tree, therefore, could be recursively constructed through the application of invariant embedding (dynamic programing).
Remarks:
1)
Only one feature is examined at each node.
2) The algorithms are feasible only for a small number of features; else the size of the lattice becomes large and storage space requirements become a problem. This is because during the optimization process intermediate results must be fully accessible. This perhaps is the main limitation.
The problem of designing a truly optimal DTC seems to be a very difficult problem. In fact it has been shown by Hyafil and Rivest [40] that the problem of constructing optimal binary trees, !1 In a tree constructed this way, the more obvious discriminations are done first, near the root, and more subtle ones at later stages of the tree. It is also recommended [53] that from a processing speed point of view, the tree should be constructed such that the most frequently occurring classes are recognized first.
It is worth noting that usually most decision tree designs are restricted to having a binary structure.
This is not really a restriction since any ordered tree can be uniquely transformed into an equivalent binary tree [66] .
In the top-down approach, the design of DTC reduces to the following three tasks:
1) The selection of splits.
2) The decision as to which nodes are terminal.
The assignment of each terminal node to a class label.
Of the above three tasks, the class assignment problem is by far the easiest. Basically, to minimize the misclassification rate, terminal nodes are assigned to the classes which have the highest probabilities. These probabilities are usually estimated by the ratio of samples from each class at that specific terminal node to the total number of samples at that specific terminal node. Then this is $afavian & Landgrebe: Su_ey of Decision Tree Classifier Methodology just the basic majority rule; i.e., assign to the terminal node the label of the class that has most samples at that terminal node.
It seems that most of the research in the DTC design has concentrated in the area of finding various splitting rules; this also naturally embodies the termination rules. Following is a summary of some of the research done in this direction.
Wu et. al [95] 
where T( ni ) and e( n i ) are the computation time and the classification error associated with node n i , respectively, w is the weighting factor, specified by the user, reflecting the relative importance In general, the basic idea in choosing any splitting criteria at an internal node is to make the data in the son nodes "purer". One way to accomplish this task [7] is to define an impurity function i(t) at every internal node t. Then suppose that for the internal node t there is a candidate split S which divides node t into left son tL and the right son tR such that a proportion PL of the cases in t go into tL and a proportion PR go into tn . One could then define the goodness of the split S to be the decrease in impurity
Then choose a split that minimize Ai(S,t) over all splits S in some set S. The impurity function suggested in [7] is the Gini index defined as
where p( i I t) is just the probability of a random sample X_ belonging to the the class i, given we are at node t. 
R(T) = _ r(t)p(t) = _ R(t) tE T t_ T
where r(t) is the resubstitution estimate of the misclassification, given a sample falls into node t, p(t) is the probability of a random sample falling into node t, and _' is the set of terminal nodes of the tree T. Notice that for above scenario R(T) = 0] Obviously this estimate is very biased. That is, in general, R(T) decreases as the number of terminal nodes increases. But the tree so constructed usually fails miserably when the test data is run through them. Breiman, et.al. [7] conjectured that decision tree design is rather insensitive to a variety of splitting rules and it is the stopping rule that is crucial. Breiman et.al. [7] suggest that instead of using stopping rules, continue the splitting until all the terminal nodes are pure or nearly pure, thus resulting in a large tree. Then selectively prune this large tree upward, getting a decreased sequence of subtrees.
Finally use cross-validation to pick out the subtree which has the lowest estimated misclassification rate. To go any further, we need the following definitions (see [7] for more detail).
Definitions :
16) A branch T t of tree T with root node t_T consists of node t and all the descendants of t in T.
17) Pruning a branch T t from a tree T consists of deleting from T all descendants of t. Denote the pruned tree as T-T t. 
denote by oti(t), the value of ot at node t for which 1) Divide the data set into two approximately equal sized subsets and iteratively grow the tree with one subset and prune it with the other subset.
2) Successively interchange the role of the two subsets.
Their pruning algorithm is the following simple and intuitive one-pass bottom-up approach which starts from the terminal nodes and proceeds up the tree, pruning away branches. 
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Use the means of the subgroups computed above, as the cluster centers;
Cluster the entire set of classes at the root to two groups using the normalized sum of square error criterion: 2
Y. ' i (xMi) +/nlZ. I], i=l xE C i
where C i is the cluster i, and M i and ,S/ are as computed above;
If cluster i has only one element then label it as a terminal; else begin end root = C i ;
TEST (root);
In all the foregoing discussions, at each node a decision is made and only one path is traversed from the root of the tree to a terminal node. This is referred to as a "hard-decision system" by Schuerman and Doster [69] . In contrast to hard-decision systems, they propose an approach where all the a posteriori probabilities are approximated at each non-terminal node without making a decision at any of those points; a decision is made only at the terminal nodes of the tree by selecting the maximum a posteriori probability.
In Mean square polynomial discriminant functions, using training sets, are suggested [96] for estimating the a posteriori probabilities of classes at the output of each node branch given the set of classes at the input of the node and the full feature measurement vector.
Remarks:
1) By thresholding these a posteriori probabilities at each node, if desired, the soft-decision approach can be converted to the conventional hard-decision approach.
2) When the number of classes is large and no overlap is allowed in the tree, the hard-decision approach raises the possibility of error accumulation
Even though using some heuristics this error can be reasonably maintained
[67], but the soft-decision approach avoids the problem altogether.
3) When the number of classes and features are large and the class distributions have significant overlap, a hard-decision approach covers up ambiguities by a "forced recognition" [69] . In the soft-decision approach, no decision is made until the last stage of the tree.
4)
In general, however, the computational time complexities of the soft-decision approach may be a limiting factor.
IV. 1.b. ENTROPY REDUCTION AND INFORMATION-THEORETIC APPROACHES
A different point of view about pattern recognition is taken by Watanabe [76] , [85] - [93] . Since organization and structure of objects or a set of stochastic variables could be expressed in terms of entropy functions [86] , he refers to the problem of pattern recognition as that of "seeing a form" or structure in an object [86] , and he suggests ways to cast the problems of learning [88] , [89] Then, the average mutual information between the entire set of classes, C, and the partitioning tree,
where Pk is the probability of the class set C k and L is the number of internal nodes in the tree T.
Since the probability of misclassification, Pe, of a decision tree classifier T and the average mutual 
I( C ; T ) _ -_ [ p( _ ) . log 2 p(cj ) ] + Pe . log2Pe + (I-Pe )
.
with equality corresponding to the minimum required average mutual information for a prespecified probability of error. Then a goal for design of the tree could be to maximize the average mutual information gain (AMIG) at each node k. The procedure is best explained by the following algorithm.
procedure AMIG Tree Design [74] : 
end
A tree constructed by this top-down algorithm would have a binary structure, and since at each node the partitioning hyperplane (i.e., the optimum feature and its corresponding threshold) is selected to maximize the average mutual information at that node, the performance is optimized in a "local sense". Once the partitioning is specified, the globally optimum tree could be obtained using the algorithm suggested by Payne and Meisel [62] .
Chou and Gray [ 11] view decision trees as variable-length encoder/decoder pairs, and compare the performance of the decision trees to the theoretical limits given by the rate-distortion function.
More specifically, they show that rate is equivalent to the average tree depth while the distortion is Recall that in every internal node t of the tree T one would like to find the optimum (here, in the local sense) feature subset and the corresponding decision surface to partition C(t), the set of classes in t, into C(t L) and C(tR), two subset of classes at nodes tLand tR, respectively. That is there are two nested optimization tasks involved here. The outer optimization loop searches for the optimum partitioning of classes into two (possibly disjoint) subsets of classes and the inner optimization loop searches for the optimum decision surface in the feature space to perform the outer optimization task. Suppose for now that we know the partitioning of C(t) into C(t L) and C(tR), and are only looking for the (optimum) decision surface in the feature space. This, of course, can be easily implemented by a simple multilayer feedforward network. Then the remaining question is how to partition C(t) into C(t L) and C(tR)? As mentioned in section IV. 1, there are various splitting rules. One such possible rule is the impurity reduction criterion used in CART. That is, one will consider various partitioning of the C(t) into C(t L) and C(tR), and choose the partitioning that gives the maximum impurity reduction (see section IV. l.a, and [7] for details).
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Of course, when the number of classes is large, an exhaustive search may be impractical. In this case, some type of greedy search can be performed.
IV.3. DECISION RULES AND SEARCH STRATEGIES IN DTC's
Once the tree structure is designed and the feature subsets to be used at each node of the tree are selected, a decision rule is needed for each node. These decision rules could be designed such that optimal performance (in any specified sense) could be attained at each node (i.e. local optimality);
or the overall performance of the tree could be optimized (i.e. global optimality). Obviously, decision strategies designed to provide optimum performance at each node, do not necessarily provide overall optimum performance. For globally optimum performance, decisions made at each node should "emphasize the decision which leads to a greater joint probability of correct classification at the next level" [51] ; i.e., decisions made at the different nodes are not independent.
Kurzynski [50] , [51] addresses both locally and globally optimum decision rules. He shows that the decision rule that provides minimum probability of error at each node (i.e., local optimality) is just the well known maximum a posteriori probability rule. Since for globally optimum rules, error recognition information in the future nodes are needed, the problem is worked in a sequentially backward (bottom up) manner starting from the terminal nodes. Even though "0-1" is a reasonable and frequently used loss function, in a decision tree classifier, it
should only be applied at the terminal nodes where the actual classification task is performed. At to the problem of hierarchical classification. Then, to search through the tree, an evaluation funcfionf(n) (Kanal [41] ) is defined at each node n as
where g(n) is the cost from the root to node n, h(n) is (an estimate of) the cost from n to a terminal node accessible from n, and l(n) is (an estimate of) the risk of classification at a terminal node accessible from n.
At a goal node, s*, the total cost is the sum of measurement costs at each node along the path from the root to s* plus the actual risk, r(s*), associated with s*. If r(s*) is estimated based on only the feature measurements at each node along the path from the root to s*, the strategy that provides minimum total cost is called (Kanal [41] ) an S-adrm'ssible search strategy. When r(s*) is estimated using all the measurements, not just those on the path to s*, then the strategy that provides minimum total cost is known as a B-admissible search strategy (Kanal [41] to level. This is because in problems with large numbers of classes, the tree has many levels. If e is the minimum error at each node of each level and there are on the average I levels in the tree, the average total error rate of the tree would be on the order of (l * e). As proposed in Wang and
Suen [81] , there are two ways to reduce the total error: either reduce e or have a better search out of a node. The overall decision value of a path is defined to be the product of the decision values of all the branches along that path. The product operator could be either the regular product or the max-min operator [9] . Branches with the largest decision values are followed. At any node, if the total decision value up to that node falls below a pre-specified threshold, the algorithm backtracks to the previous node(s) and follows another path. Of course the speed of the search is related to the threshold value set. would also provide a trade-off between speed and accuracy of the tree classifier.
V. QTHER TREE REALTED ISSUES
A) Incremental tree design:
With regard to the training samples, there are two possibilities:
1) The entire training sample is available at the time of decision tree design; 2) the training sample arrives in a stream.
For case 1, once a tree is designed the task is completed and such design algorithms are known as nonincremental algorithms.
For the second case, however, one has two options: a) Whenever the new training samples become available, discard the current tree and construct a replacement tree using the enlarged training set.
b)
Or revise the existing tree based on the new available information.
Procedures corresponding to b) are known as incremental decision tree design algorithms.
Of course, it would be desirable that the incremental decision tree design algorithms produce the same trees as those if all the training samples were available at the time of design. Utgoff [79] has developed one such incremental algorithm. In the design phase, one simple but wasteful method to coupe with this problem is to throw away the incomplete feature vectors. For the test sample, of course, this simple option is not acceptable.
Breiman et.al. [7] propose the following solution which is based on the idea of using surrogate splits. For the case of simplicity, consider the case of binary splitting at every internal node based on the value of only one feature. For the extension of this idea to a linear combination of features, see [7] and [21] . The basic idea is as follows.
In the tree design phase, at node t, find the best split S* on the feature element X m using all the training samples containing a value of X,n. Then select the split ,5* which maximizes the impurity reduction Ai ( Sin, t ) at node t (see section IV 1.a ). Since decision trees are often constructed by using just some sets of training samples, it is important to make sure that the design procedure is in some sense robust relative to the presence of "bad" samples or outliers. Of course, one could always edit the training data before application in the tree design. This, however, in many cases may not be feasible for the following reasons.
1) The designer may not be aware of the existence of outliers at the time of the tree design, even though outliers are usually easily detected in a training set; in some cases a thorough examination of data set may be necessary.
2) With a small sample, one may not want to throw away any valuable samples.
E) Decision trees and neural networks:
With regards to the decision trees and neural networks, two positions can be taken. 3) Hybrid approach where one use a bottom-up procedure to direct and assist a top-down procedure.
4)
Tree growing-pruning approach where in order to avoid some difficulties in choosing a stopping rule, one grows the tree to its maximum size where the terminal nodes are pure or almost pure. And then selectively prunes the tree.
As was pointed out earlier, computational efficiency, accuracy of classification and storage space requirements usually seem to be conflicting requirements. This fact may actually assist the designer (user) of a DTC in selecting one possible scheme over the others. The existing methods with their relative time/space complexities, degrees of (sub)optimality and proposed areas of applications are summarized in the following tables. Table 1 provides a summary of some of the tree design methods in terms of the assumptions each approach makes, their performance criterion and some of the specific requirements of each method. Finally it should be pointed out that since the performance of the DTC depends on how well the tree is designed, special attention should be paid to this phase. In particular, when the number of samples to be classified is large, as is, for example, in the remote sensing applications, the time spent for the design could be well justified. -provides a binary tree.
-A bottom-up approach; -time and space complexities are high.
-Unsupervised clustering of a priori classes. -Examines 1 feature at each node; -finds best feature and corresp, threshold for each node.
-Binary tree; -storage requirements may be large. -Single feature comparison at each node; -feasible for small # of features; -given a specific partitioning of the feature space (i.e., Pe fixed), this method could be used to obtain a tree (for instance) with min. # of nodes _i.e., computation). -Integrates binary tree construction and feature selection problem; -efficient for 2-class problem; -can evaluate contribution of each feature to the classification task.
-Estimates a posteriori prob.'s, but in a sequence of steps; -asymptotically robust w.r.t, changes in tree structure.
-Examines 1 feature per node; -provides a binary structure; -easy to implement; -feature selection capability inherent in the algorithm. -Useful for discrete feature applications; -efficient; -easy to implement. -Accuracy, or -total perform.
-Decision rule at each stage is Gaussian ML -Uses training set to estimate appropriate densities.
-Many applications in remote sensing explained here.
No
Efficiency'and -Multivariate Gaussian dist. Uses linear discriminant function to improve accuracy, for all the classes speed; -number of features at each node is pre-specified. Usually by some heuristic methods number of features to be used at each node are specified; most practical (feasible) ones. 
Criterion?
Min. total cost of decision making;i.e.,sum of costs at different nodes plus risk of final classification.
Weighted sum of correct recognition rate and avg.meas, cost incurred per sample. -Assumes knowledge of all joint class conditional probabilities; -some methods to reduce computational complexities are offered.
-Crucial task is to find tight bounds on the goal risk; -able to back-up & re-route, thus can improve correct recogn, rate. -Assumes: tree structure and feature subsets to be used at each node _e given.
-Uses: fuzzy logic search to improve speed, and global training to improve correct recogn, rate. 
